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«Good business leaders
create a vision, articulate
the vision, passionately
own the vision, and
relentlessly drive it to
completion».
Jack Welch

The first stage of The Future Leaders
Training Program has been successfully completed. By the end of the first
year of training a group of almost
complete strangers has become the
team of thirty three like-minded people, some of them are ready to be the
company leaders today. And this is
just the beginning for the first program graduates! A lot is still ahead.
The program on the managerial pool training is being realized by the Corporate University within the company strategic initiative “100 new generation executives to
lead the strategy realization”. The training
is based on the CU professional schools,
knowledge management and mentoring
system. The program key feature is in the
participants’ involvement in real company
projects, which they have chosen after the
“project fair”.
The final training session held in Moscow
on February 1st gathered not only the program graduates, but also the company top
management, mentors and project managers.
The first part of the session was devoted to
the program results. “The future leaders”
along with the project managers presented
their achievements, their personal contribution to the project realization, shared
their plans on further development.
During the second part the teams of participants were working on the corporate business cases based on the management
functions. The jury of experts and mentors
were thoughtfully observing the way the
participants applied the knowledge gained
during the four training modules and filling
in special forms.
This final assessment will help to promote
successful graduates: the HR Committee
will consider ”the future leaders” profiles
and will make decisions on their further
development, for example, to appoint to a
higher position or make them project managers. The program graduates will have
priority to apply for any open vacancy in
the company.
One of the memorable moments of the
session was “The Knowledge Tree”: all the

15 minutes for a business case?
Together we’ll manage everything!

participants - experts, mentors and “future
leaders” themselves scribed their personal
take-home message on the symbolic
“acorns”.
In the end all the graduates got exclusive
badges and certificates, and left their wishes and farewell messages in the special
book for future program applicants.
The session was crowned with another
memorable moment – cooking teambuilding activity where “the future leaders” were
trying to master Italian cuisine. The result
was delicious, which proved again how
great “the future leaders” were as a team.
The best first-year graduates will enter the
second stage of the training program,
which includes rotation and mentoring programs, also personal training to qualify to a
higher position.
Here’s what present day leaders
shared:
Alexey Isaykin, Volga-Dnepr Group president:
- The future is being created today by gaining knowledge patiently during training
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and applying it for own and customers’ benefit. I’m glad to notice some
positive changes in “students” who
become more and more confident. I
hope the graduates will be able to
demonstrate their best - both inherent and gained during the training
program. I wish them patience. And I
think their results will improve. Thank
you for their dedication which I hope
will soon turn into labour!
Sergey Shklyanik, senior vice president:
- Communication and knowledge
sharing is the guarantee of success.
That’s what I’ve been observing today
during the session. So, the more we

The Corporate University leader Galina
Isaykina was encouraging the participants and inspiring creative ideas.

communicate and contribute to
knowledge circulation inside the company, the more efficient our work will
be. This is why the communication
skills are so important.
Tatiana Arslanova, vice president
on strategic management and charter
transportation:
- I was impressed by the participants’
excitement, their positive attitude and
business mindset. If we preserve this
foundation, the knowledge seeds will
fall into fertile soil and in the end will
give the fruit. We need time to get
used to knowledge sharing and working in teams. First, the case study
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took the participants half an hour,
then 10-15 minutes were enough.
This proves that training communication skills is very important, and this
is exactly what is being worked on
here.
Alexander Bashkov, executive president, Volga-Dnepr Airlines:
- The progress is well observed. Every
task intensified communication between team members. We really need
such events to get to know each other
better. My wish is for the company
executives – don’t be afraid to use the
potential of “the future leaders”, making them “present day leaders”. Most
of them are ready, in my opinion. We
shouldn’t doubt giving them challenging tasks; this will let them learn
more about their own abilities.
Sergey Lazarev, general director,
ABC:
- This is what teaches us communication. The new generation grown up on
computers and tablets really lack
communication skills. The knowledge
gained at school and during such corporate events is important for both –
the company and its customers. What
comes in the form of knowledge
should eventually turn into real work,
real benefit and real responsibility.
This is the most important thing.
Dmitry Obsharov, vice president on
organizational development:
- One of the most important
knowledge areas is knowledge of people. Today’s event has proved that
the company future, its strategy is in
the hands of those who are truly
ready to become its leaders. The symbolic “junior team” has been formed,
and it is already ”in play”. Later they
will become “regular players”. This is
what I wish all them to be as soon as
possible!

The jury was carefully observing
the process.

Here’s what “future leaders”
shared:
Ekaterina Chuychenko, head of the
fleet development, VDM:
- I was really inspired by the event –
it was great to break away from my
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job routines and see the company in
its wise decisions, interesting and
challenging tasks, and people who
enjoy realizing them! I was happy to
see the results of my colleagues’ work
during the graduate project defense.
Also, when we were working on business cases I could see that most of
the experts were more concerned with
sharing their vision and experience
than assessing us. I really hope we’ll
have another chance to learn more
about our company and learn from
each other. All necessary knowledge
is nearby. One should wish to gain it.

“The Knowledge Tree”

Dmitry Levushkin, head of flight
dispatch department, VDA:
- I’m really thankful to Corporate University and its director for their big
heart totally put into The Future Leaders Training program. I am sure that
all that participants will remember the
year 2015 as one of the most vivid
pages in their lives.
Alexander Kartashov, specialist of
key customer service department,
VDM:
- The value of knowledge gained from
the leading Russian and foreign experts is unique. It was great to get so
much attention from the company top
management, who shared their experience and supported us throughout
the program. I really appreciate the
training on project management,
change management, communication
skills. No doubt this unique knowledge
will help me manage my every day
job tasks for the benefit of our customers!
Galina Vekshinskaya, head of sales
analytics department, AFL:
- I am more than positively impressed. Hopefully, the program won’t
finish now. I really benefited from the
lectures of external experts – professionals in the field of growing leaders.
Apart from valuable knowledge, ideas,
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Alexey Zimin, director on business
development, VDTM:
- We didn’t expect it at the beginning
of the program. It was intensive,
meaningful, substantial, useful. Really
appreciate the coaches! Case studies
during this last session ware very
beneficial. I once again came to a
very important conclusion – to revise
and apply knowledge is critical to
keep it “fresh”.

The final cooking chord!

A solemn moment

reflections I would like to mention
that special friendly atmosphere
which was created by almost complete strangers – it is much easier to
work in the team of like-minded people than separately, even if you are
an expert. Case studies showed how
good we were as a team when focusing on common not personal goals!

WELCOME ABOARD!

Denis Ilyin gave a comprehensive
and clear overview of the company
values and strategies

Another meeting of the company
top managers with the employees
working in the company not longer than a year was held in Moscow on February 12. The adaptation seminar was conducted within one of the CU professional
schools – the School for Newcomers. The speaker of the day was
Denis Ilyin, the ABC executive
president.
The seminar participants – the AirBridgeCargo new employees (mostly
pilots) learned first-hand about the

company values, its strategies and
perspectives, its employment relationships and corporate culture.
- I think we’ve managed to build the
team of co-workers who are sincerely
passionate about their work, - noticed
Denis Ilyin. – And it’s really important in your daily routine to understand that you are the part of the
company disregarding the department
you work in. Let me emphasize that
we are customer-focused: what is
beneficial for customers is beneficial
for the company. I hope you will
share our values and wish you realize
the opportunities the company provides and will provide in the future.
Welcome and good luck!
At the end of the seminar Denis Ilyin
answered the participants’ questions,

accepted their suggestions, noticed
that he was always ready to listen
and hear the employees.
- I found the seminar very useful, shared Alexander Schukin, the riskmanagement senior specialist. - Apart
from the history of the company development I clearly understood the
top management vision on the company strategy. For me as a flight safety specialist the most important thing
was to get a clear picture of the executives’ attitude to flight safety issues.
- The seminar was informative and
vibrant, - added Olga Niauri, the
analyst. - It was interesting to learn
how the executive president, the person fostered in Volga-Dnepr, percepts
and interprets the company strategic
goals.

More than 40 newcomers (from pilots to personal assistants)
came to listen to Denis Ilyin!
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PRIZE CROSSWORD
Dear colleagues!

To participate in this prize crossword please send
your answers to: aleksey.seryogin@volgadnepr.com (Alexey Seryogin).
The original prize are expecting the employee,
who first will send correct answers of the crossword. We wish you success!

Questions:
ACROSS:
5.Designation of the aircraft Antonov-124 according to NATO codification.
6.In September 2005 Volga
-Dnepr airlines made several flights to deliver humanitarian supplies for the victims of this hurricane that
hit the south coast of the
USA.
7.1 275 species of this animal were delivered by a

charter flight on board Boeing 747 of AirBridgeCargo
from Montreal to Vladivostok in March 2010.
8.In March 1992 VolgaDnepr airlines started to
operate under its own flag.
What city was the first international flight from Ulyanovsk made to?
9.The equipment for the
research of this planet was
delivered by “Ruslan” of
Volga-Dnepr airlines at the

beginning of 2016.
DOWN:
1.A continent where at the
end of 2015 Ilushin-76 of
Volga-Dnepr airlines descended 208 barrels of fuel
for the helicopters and aircrafts of general aviation.
2.A worldwide famous popstar whose stage equipment was delivered by AirBridgeCargo
airlines
on
board Boeing 747 in 2006.
3.In 2012 it was taken by

AirBridgeCargo from Udmurtskiy Zoo to the dentist
in Salzburg Zoo.
4.In this city the joint-stock
company Volga-Dnepr was
registered as number 1 in
August 1990.
5.In 2011 AirBridgeCargo
became the first cargo airline which started regular
operations between Russia
and the USA. What city in
the USA was the first destination?

Get knowledge — get inspired!
The final module of The Global
Sales Program (with Kuehne Logistics University) has been successfully completed in Hamburg,
Germany. The Program was conducted within one of the CU professional schools – the Marketing
and Sales School. Here is the
feedback from one of the participants of the training program.
Jonathan Celetaria, Sales Manager,
ABC (Frankfurt, Germany):
– First of all, many thanks to Corporate University for letting me have
the opportunity to participate in the
"Global Sales" Training.
The 3 weeks we have been students
again were very helpful in my everyday work. If other colleagues could
have the same opportunity, that
would be great.
What has been very useful to me:
To ensure bringing Value to our customers, you need to know the basics.
You learn to understand what needs
your customers have and this ensures
you not to undersell your own prod-

uct. You become more of a consultant
seller instead of just selling a product: how to bargain to your needs
and use the complete VD portfolio to
have a better position.
I liked it very much that we did not
only have a theoretical part, but also
practical exercises. All Professors
were fantastic. They made the seminar both entertaining and interactive...
Basically all 3 modules were very
helpful… Starting from Marketing
Analysis, Complex solution selling &
business development and Long-term
Relationship. You gradually continue
to build up your knowledge till the
end of the last module and present
what you have learned to achieve
your goals… And of course getting to
meet and spend time with our VD &
ABC colleagues from other regions. In
the beginning, I had the feeling that
both airlines were protecting their
own interests and had their own view
of making business, but after the first
session, both understood that only

with combined efforts we can achieve
our goals. I would highly recommend
this seminar/training. I am sure others will as well be able to gain from
this knowledge which only benefits
our customers and company.
Of course being out of daily business
is difficult, but the effect that you
have afterwards brings more to everybody. In case I get invited to such
courses again, I will be more then
happy to participate.

Monthly corporate magazine “VD Leaders”. Established in April, 2014 by Department of Corporate Education
for the purpose of support the Management School and promotion of the mentioned profession.
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